Find Your Voice

Finding your voice is the key to expressing who you are, your ideas, your anger, your frustration, your joy... it's probably the reason why you started playing the guitar in the first place. (Besides meeting members of the opposite sex, but that's a subject for some other introduction.)

What does it take to “find your voice”? Is it finding the right lyrics? The right notes of an elusive melody?

The right band? The right chord changes or playing style? The right person to write songs with? And if you do succeed in finding your own voice, can you get it on tape or out on stage the way you imagined?

Ibanez
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Sound and playability are the two most important components in an instrument, but very few will deny that a standout visual aspect enhances your performance. The appearances and sounds of the unique Exotic Wood Series were designed for the player who is looking for a completely new and different voice. You won’t find anything else quite like the EW guitars—even among guitars that are much more expensive.

Ebony Bridge and Fretboard

Because of the blackened color, smoothness and hardness, the Ebony bridge and fretboard not only add more beauty but also allow for smooth tuning and a more organic sound of the guitar itself.

B-Band® UST™ Pickup & Ibanez SRT™ Preamp with Notch Filter & Onboard Tuner

The B-Band® UST™ Active Acoustic Transducer pickup precisely transmits the sound between a soundhole and speaker, setting the right sound every time, no matter what the venue, is completely customizable with Ibanez SRT Preamp. The onboard tuner matches the pickup feedback collection system allowing. High- and mid-range levels can be adjusted on individual electric amplifiers, which means...the most amazing sounding tuning! Find your own sound...and use it up to a maximum of 100% in the SRT’s convenient internal balance.
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The Junior member of the Exotic Wood family, the EWG features a body that's smaller and shallower than the original EWC. The EWG30ASE w/ a quilted ash top and the EWG30PDE w/ a padouk top finished in resonant low gloss.

Ibanez also offers the EWN30SYE, the nylon string guitar in EW series, dressed with beautiful Flamed Sycamore body in gloss finish.

The EW6 features a 34" scale neck for cleaner articulation than you get with the shorter scale necks found on most acoustic-electric basses. A 5-string version is also available for players who desire the extended range of a low B string.
If mellow projection is what you’re looking for, the AEL models can turn up the volume without even plugging in. The AEL body is the largest of the Ibanez AE acoustic-electric guitars, making it a great choice for un-amplified performance situations. However, when plugging in is necessary, AEL models are all loaded with the best-sounding electronics. You can’t go wrong with these acoustic-eccentric choices.
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The fat tone on the same body style as the AGL series guitars will appeal to every bass player, with a thick resonant body and built-in tuner either in the SST preamp or SPT preamp. The AEB is the perfect choice for all bass players who want to be as loud as possible on stage.
The AEG series' slender bodies deliver powerful and balanced acoustic tones. The AEG20E and AEG10E combine easy playability and classic solid and sunburst finishes, and Fishman® with Ibanez electronics to create a high-quality workhorse acoustic guitar that will fit to any occasion. The nylon-string AEG10NE features a 12th fret neck/body joint for comfortable upper fret access.
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Solid Wood Back & Sides

Solid woods provide greater resonance than laminated woods. That’s why Artwood Studio features solid wood, mahogany or rosewood back and sides.

Ebony Bridge and Fretboard

Because of its blackwood face, stainless steel and hardness, the Ebony bridge and fretboard not only look more beautiful but also allow for smooth transition and a brighter sound out of the guitar body.

Ibanez Artwood Studio models deliver strong, resonant tones when it counts, onstage or while cutting tracks. The finest craftsmanship, state-of-the-art electronics and new features such as F.A.S.T.™ (Fast Action Set-Up Technology for easy neck adjustment) and Flying Top construction make the Artwood Studio models some of the highest quality acoustic instruments Ibanez has ever produced. The Ibanez Artwood Studio sets a new benchmark for the sound and potential of the acoustic guitar.
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Ibanez has combined the quality and beauty of the renowned Artwood series with premium electronics to create a comprehensive selection of gorgeous cutaway acoustic-electric featuring pickups and preamps by Fishman®, B.Band® and Ibanez. All AW acoustic-electrics are outfitted with onboard chromatic tuners and balanced XLR 1/4” outputs.
The Ibanez Artwood models continue to offer playability, quality acoustic sound and higher value than many guitars that cost much more, which is why Artwood guitars are the most popular solid top instruments in their price range year after year.
Maple Neck, Back & Sides
The SGE130C3 features maple neck, back, and sides, which gives it a warm, natural sound and feel.

Sage series
The SAGE series is another breakthrough by Ibanez in offering more high-end features at more affordable prices.

The SAGE series features two classic body shapes, dreadnought and jumbo, both beautifully finished in traditional Sunburst and featuring a large glassy plectrum, all built with a modern twist.

In appearance, sound, and playability, the Sage is the new benchmark in entry-level guitars.
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The SGE130C3 features a beautiful flame maple on the back and sides.
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Solid Top

The new V205SECE features solid top for greater resonance.

V Series

Dreadnought Body
Mahogany Neck, Back & Sides
Rosewood Bridge & Fretboard

You could say that our V Series provides guitars with a brand name at a price you would expect from a no-name, but V Series guitars offer a lot more than ultra-affordable prices. New for 2009, Ibanez offers the V205SECE, solid top guitars with even greater resonance. By getting a guitar with the Ibanez name, you also get the assurance of Ibanez quality, sound and setup. The onboard tuner will be a great help for entry-level players.
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Euphoria

"The thing I like the most about the EP9 is its user-friendly nature..."

-EP9- Steve Vai Signature

"It's bold for versatility to accommodate the style preference of most any player. The anti-feedback option and equalization parameters of the Fishman Aura system are true to evolution in amplified acoustic guitar design. It's quite stunning how well it works. Actually the elements of the solid spruce top, mahogany back and sides offer supreme sound quality, but let's not forget the most important thing... it looks as delicious as it sounds and feels."

Steve Vai
Flying Top Construction

Flying Top construction was originally developed by Suzuki violin, Luka Chacón, and this construction has been applied on Ibanez's acoustic instruments. (For more information on Suzuki Violins, please check out [www.suzuki-violins.com](http://www.suzuki-violins.com).) Instead of an X-bracing pattern, the top is reinforced with a thin piece of glass that is gradually bonded to the edge and supported at a single point by a "Flying Top" attached to the sides. This provides an ideal combination of strength, weight, and flexibility that allows the top to vibrate at all frequencies, bringing you an exceptional tonal and sustain-free experience.

Montage Electronics

The Montage is an electronic and acoustic steel guitar with a DIP-based preamp. That means you can get not only acoustic guitar sounds, but also clean electric and fusion/digital effects, and you can also switch to electric-guitar sound using the DIP switch.

Each sound has an individual volume control so that you can have an ideal balance between acoustic guitar sounds and other clean or distortion-based guitar sounds.

Also with the electronic guitar sound, an analog gain control lets you adjust the sound from warm to hard.

Along with the DIP-based preamp, the 2-band equalizer allows you to control mid and treble frequencies. It also includes selectable digital reverb, delay, 3-band tone control, and phase-up.

Montage

Montage

A Kaleidoscope of Sound

Since you are a busy working musician, you may be required to play with an electric and acoustic guitar sound, no matter the song. If the case, what do you do? Play the acoustic part with an electric guitar? Or have another guitar play the acoustic part? In any case, you're not really satisfied, are you?

The Montage is a complete acoustic option for those busy working musicians. You can get both sounds from a purely electric, acoustic steel guitar to heavily distorted electric one. Your dilemma is now no longer an issue. Just grab the Montage series guitar and you're set for the gig.
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G series

Classical guitars offer an elegance, refinement, and subtlety perhaps found in no other instrument. Additionally the softness and comfort of the classical guitar’s nylon strings have also made it a long time favorite of beginners. G Series classical guitars are Old World standards that use today’s advanced building techniques and features.
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Ebony Bridge and Fretboard

The traditional Spanish joint construction on G300 offers more stability and more warmth.

Ibanez Onboard Tuner

The G300K features an onboard digital tuning system.

BBand® UST™ Pickup & Ibanez SRT1 Preamp with Notch Filter & Onboard Tuner

The BBand® UST™ pickup provides incredible builder’s grade and more acoustic sound reproduction. Getting the right sound every time, no matter what the venue, is made possible by the Ibanez SRT1 Preamp. The SRT1’s innovative multi-fader-equipped constant-voltage system gives you a wide range of unique sounds without any annoying voltage folding with your controls—just tuning up to a acoustic sound to the SRT’s convenient on-screen displays.

Ibanez AEQ200T Preamp

The AEQ200T preamp’s balanced line output is designed for use with Ibanez Under Saddle Pickups. The 7 segment LED display enables you to turn, alternate and switch on/off.
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Acoustic Guitar Package

Perfect for beginners, the JAM Pack comes with everything you need to get started, including:
- Solid top acoustic guitar
- Accessories pack
- Gig bag
- Electronic tuner
- Capo
- Accessory pack

Classical Guitar Package

If you need to pick it up and start playing, the Ibanez G3G Jam Pack comes with a deluxe gig bag, an electronic tuner, etc.

Mandolin

The sound of a driving mandolin solo, singing and crisp, brings to mind the Appalachian wilderness and the heartache of generations past. The Ibanez Mandolin features an innovative pickup and tone control to make sure the incomparable sound of the mandolin can be heard in any venue.

Bags & Cases

Accept no substitutes! Only genuine Ibanez cases and bags are designed specifically to fit and protect your Ibanez acoustic guitar. The Ibanez Ultra-Deluxe guitar bag not only holds your guitar, but also shows it off with style.
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**Tuners**

**Clip Tuner**
Both Ibanez clip tuners, new PU20 and PU10, are designed to tune electric and acoustic guitars, violins, violas, mandolins, and more without interference from ambient room noise. It does it all without the use of internal piezoelectric or piezo, tuning is indicator elimination is a snap because the unique, flexible clamp actually holds the instrument’s bridge instead of relying on sound. PU20 features a large LCD display for maximum visibility, while the slim shape [PU10] features the 6 angles that allow a perfect view of the tuner’s LED display from nearly any angle.

*Black & Silver colors are available in PU20.*

**Pick Holder**
Removable, adjustable Pick Holder is easily removed.

*Pick Holder can be demounted from its base to be mounted on your guitar’s headstock. The P/H holder is adjustable and it will work as good ahead.*

**Straps**

*GS100L, GS100L, GS600L (extra width 1620mm length)
GS40L (extra width 1620mm length)

**Amplifiers**

**Troubadour**

*Troubadour - Total Immersion*

*What's the one thing that almost all small venue musicians strive for when it comes to amplifiers? Some might say “portability”, the new Ibanez T-Series Acoustic Guitar Amplifiers deliver exactly that along with the striking appearance of a hand-crafted boutique amp. Whether your stomping ground is local coffee shop or playing weeknight gigs at a religious venue, the sounds of the new T-Series will fill the room. Plus, you won't have to break your back getting your amp in and out. The Ibanez T-Series was designed with portability in mind.*
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